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We have analyzed 39 unrelated cystic fibrosis (CF) families by denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE) and direct sequencing in order to determine the spectrum of CF mutations in our population. This approach has allowed us to detect 72 out of the 78 CF chromosomes (92.3%). The DF508 mutation was found to be present in 51/78 (65.4%) CF chromosomes, in accordance with the predicted Northwest-Southeast gradient within the European population. Another 14 known mutations, and the novel 1341G-->A mutation were identified. Nine out of fifteen non DF508 mutations were present in a single chromosome. The 1341G-->A mutation, found in 2 unrelated patients, is a new mutation associated to severe phenotype, causing pancreatic insufficiency and chronic lung infections. Our data suggest a different distribution of non-DF508 mutations in our population when compared with previous studies carried out in Spanish CF families. Six out of the 14 non-F508 in our study were not present in a recent study carried out in 640 Spanish families with CE These six mutations account for 29.6% non DF508 chromosomes in our sample.